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Abstract

We participated in the WMT 2018 shared news translation task in three language pairs: English-Estonian, English-Finnish, and English-Czech. Our main focus was the low-resource language pair of Estonian and English for which we utilized Finnish parallel data in a simple method. We first train a “parent model” for the high-resource language pair followed by adaptation on the related low-resource language pair. This approach brings a substantial performance boost over the baseline system trained only on Estonian-English parallel data. Our systems are based on the Transformer architecture. For the English to Czech translation, we have evaluated our last year models of hybrid phrase-based approach and neural machine translation mainly for comparison purposes.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the Charles University’s submission to WMT 2018 Shared Task: Machine Translation of News.

We have experimented with three language pairs: Czech (CS), Estonian (ET) and Finnish (FI) paired with English (EN). Altogether, we covered five directions: both direction for English-Estonian, both directions for English-Finnish and English to Czech translation.

Our main focus is improving the low-resource language translation and therefore we concentrate on the English and Estonian language pair with the help of Finnish-English parallel data. The Finnish is a good candidate since it is closely related to the Estonian language but considerably more training data are available.

For the Finnish and English language pair, we use standard Neural Machine translation (NMT) system Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) with model averaging.

Our last language pair of interest is English to Czech translation, where we use our last year’s model Sudarikov et al. (2017) for comparison purposes. The system is based on a hybrid combination of phrase-based, transfer-based and NMT approaches.

The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we describe the setup of our main systems for Estonian and Finnish. Section 3 presents the English-Czech model. Section 4 is devoted to the description of our datasets. Section 5 details the results achieved by our systems. Section 6 discusses other works in the area of multi-lingual translation systems. And finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Estonian and Finnish Setup

The main focus of our participation is improving low-resource language Estonian with the use of Finnish data. Our method consists of first training a “parent” high-resource model and continue the training on the “child” (low-resource) parallel data as a means of model adaptation.

2.1 Low-Resource Language Adaptation

We present a method that uses related high-resource language pair as a boost in performance for a low-resource language pair. The method needs relies on only one condition and that is a vocabulary shared across all the languages in the parent as well as child language pairs.

The shared vocabulary is obtained by combining all training data when the vocabulary is generated. To avoid bias in the vocabulary towards the high-resource language pair, we use only as many sentence pairs from the high-resource pair as are available for the low-resource pair, calling this approach “balanced vocabulary”. We did not experiment with other proportions of data.
Our method is based on transfer learning (also called “adaptation” or “finetuning”). It starts with training of the parent high-resource language pair (English-Finnish in our case) until it reaches its best performance or is trained for sufficiently long. Then, the training corpus is switched to the low-resource language pair (English-Estonian) for the rest of the training, without resetting any of the training hyperparameters. Note that we are not resetting even the state of the adaptive learning rate. As mentioned in Kocmi and Bojar (2018), if the learning rate is reset, this approach stops working. As such, this method is very similar to the transfer learning proposed by Zoph et al. (2016) and improved by the using the shared vocabulary as in Nguyen and Chiang (2017). Moreover, in contrast to those two papers, we show that this simple style of transfer learning can be used on both sides (i.e. either the source or the target language), not only with the target language common to both parent and child model. More details of our method are described in Kocmi and Bojar (2018).

This method does not need any modification of existing NMT frameworks. The only requirement is to use the shared vocabulary across both language pairs (we use vocabulary of wordpieces, Johnson et al., 2017). This is achieved by learning the wordpiece segmentation from the concatenated source and target sides of both the parent and child language pair.

All other parameters of the model can stay the same as for the standard NMT training.

2.2 Model Description

We use the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) which translates through an encoder-decoder framework, with each layer involving an attention network followed by a feed-forward network. The architecture is much faster than other NMT due to the absence of recurrent and convolutional layers.

The Transformer model seems superior to other NMT approaches as documented in e.g. Popel and Bojar (2018) and also several language pairs in the manual evaluation of WMT18 (Bojar et al., 2018).1

We use the Transformer sequence-to-sequence model as implemented in Tensor2Tensor (Vaswani et al., 2018) version 1.4.2. Our models are based on the “big single GPU” configuration as defined in the paper. We set the batch size to 2300 and maximum sentence length to 100 wordpieces, in order to fit the model to our GPUs (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti with 11 GB RAM).

We use exponential learning rate decay with the starting learning rate of 0.2 and 32000 warm-up steps. Decoding uses the beam size of 8 and length normalization penalty is set to 1.

3 Chimera Description

For English-Czech translation task, we took the same system combination setup as described in Sudarikov et al. (2017). We used outputs of three different individual forward translation systems, trained on a synthetic backtranslated training dataset and combined them into the final output. These systems are Chimera2016 (Tamchyna et al., 2016; Bojar et al., 2016b), NeuralMonkey (Helcl et al., 2018)⁵ and Marian (where the translation part was formerly known as AmuNMT) (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016) with pretrained English-to-Czech Nematus models.³ All the used datasets are described in Section 4.

The outputs of the two neural systems, consisting of translations of WMT15–18 test sets, were used to extract additional phrase tables for Moses. These tables were added to the Chimera2016 system, which already had one phrase table from genuine parallel data and one synthetic phrase table from TectoMT (Žabokrtský et al., 2008) output. After that, we used MERT (Och, 2003) to estimate the weights for Moses alternative decoding paths with multiple translation tables. MERT was run on the WMT16 test set. Further details on experiments with different combinations of phrase tables are available in Sudarikov et al. (2017).

4 Data Preparation

This section describes the data used for the training of our models. First, we describe training data for Estonian and Finnish.

There are many different sources for WMT18 News shared task that are allowed for the constrained task. We used most of the allowed data but decided to drop some sources.

For the Estonian-English, we use Europarl and Rapid corpora. We did not use Paracrawl because

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html

2http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/neuralmonkey
3http://data.statmt.org/rsennrich/wmt16_systems
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Table 1: Overview of training datasets. The top half lists sentence pair counts for parallel corpora and the bottom half the sentence counts of monolingual data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language pair</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonian-English</td>
<td>0.8 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish-English</td>
<td>2.8 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech-English</td>
<td>71.7 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian mono-news</td>
<td>2.6 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish mono-news</td>
<td>12.0 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech mono-news</td>
<td>59.2 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find it very noisy. The development set is from WMT News 2018.

The Finnish-English was prepared as in Östling et al. (2017), removing Wikipedia headlines. The dev set is from WMT News 2015.

We dropped sentence pairs shorter than 4 words or longer than 75 words on either source or target side to allow for a speedup of Transformer training by capping the maximal sentence length and increasing the batch size. Our experiments showed no translation performance change due to the reduction of the training data.

For English-Czech models, we used the same datasets as described in Sudarikov et al. (2017). First we took Czech monolingual news corpus, which was translated into English using Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) model, with 59 million sentences. We also used the genuine parallel data extracted from CzEng 1.6 (Bojar et al., 2016a) using the XenC toolkit (Rousseau, 2013) with Czech monolingual news corpus as the reference in-domain text. That part gave us additional 12M sentences. The same monolingual news corpus was used for the language models.

The final data sizes are presented in Table 1.

It is important to stress that all the results in this paper are without the use of backtranslation. Only Table 4 presents the results with the use of backtranslated data.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first present the results for Estonian-English and Finnish-English language pairs, focusing on transfer learning from the high-resource language pair to low-resource one. At the end, we compare the current NMT outputs to our last year’s system for English to Czech translation.

The scores are evaluated by uncased SacreBLEU (Post, 2018).

We have computed statistical significance with pairwise bootstrap resampling with 1000 samples and alpha equal to 0.05 (Koehn, 2004).

Table 2 presents the effect of transfer learning from the parent model to the child model. The improvement is noticeable in both sides: the language unique to the child model can appear in the source or in the target.

Whenever the child language pair has more resources than the parent (Finnish-English in our case), the improvement is small or even (insignificantly) negative, as in ETEN-FIEN.

One could argue that the languages are too related and simply using the high-resource language pair model could work for the low-resource test sentences. The second column of Table 2 shows that this is not the case: the parent model without
Table 2: Uncased BLEU scores for transfer learning of child models on various combinations of parent and child. The baseline is obtained by training only on the child parallel data. “Only Parent” represent result when no adaptation of parent model is done, i.e. running MT for the wrong language. The results are only comparable within each row. Results significantly better than the baseline are marked with ‡.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent - Child</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Only Parent</th>
<th>Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENFI - ENET</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>19.74‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIEN - ETEN</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>24.18‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENET - ENFI</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>20.07‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETEN - FIEN</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETEN - ENET</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>17.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENET - ETEN</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>22.04‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The maximal score reached by the English-to-Estonian child models for decreasing sizes of child’s training data, trained on an English to Finnish parent (all models build upon the same parent ENFI after 800k steps trained on the whole ENFI training set). The baselines use only the reduced English-Estonian data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Training Sents</th>
<th>Child BLEU</th>
<th>Baseline BLEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800k</td>
<td>19.74</td>
<td>17.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400k</td>
<td>19.04</td>
<td>14.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200k</td>
<td>17.95</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k</td>
<td>17.61</td>
<td>9.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50k</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

any transfer learning does not work for translation of the child test set.

With this result in mind, we also tested the effect of using only the low-resource language pair in both directions: first as a parent trained in the reverse direction, followed by training of the child on the same parallel corpus, now in the intended direction. The results of this can be seen in the bottom part of Table 2. It is an interesting result that only by using the low-resource data twice (in the reverse and then the correct direction), we could get a small boost in performance, significant when targeting ETEN.

In Table 3, we simulate extremely low-resource languages by downscaling the data for the child model. The smaller the child data, the bigger relative improvement is obtained. A reasonable performance is obtained even with as few as 10k sentence pairs in the child. This result suggests that when dealing with the very low-resource language, it is useful to utilize a related language pair as a pre-training parent step.

Table 4 presents our experiment with two setups. We either used only a subset of the synthetic corpus of the size equal to the genuine parallel data, or we use all available synthetic data. The former approach results in a training corpus with half of monolingual backtranslated data and half of original parallel texts. The latter approach results in parallel training set containing 76.5% monolingual data for Estonian and 81.1% for Finnish. In both cases, we report the score on the dev set after 600k steps of training.

The motivation for applying this upper bound is that the synthetic corpus could introduce more translation errors and damage translation quality. The results in Table 4 however document that this is not the case and more data is better.

5.1 Effect of Backtranslation

The size of the training set can be extended also with the backtranslated data. We experiment with backtranslation only for two language directions: English to Estonian and English to Finnish.

First, we trained FI→EN and ET→EN models on parallel data for each of the language pairs. With those models, we translated all monolingual data. Finally, we mixed the synthetic and genuine parallel corpora for FI→EN and (separately) for ET→EN.

Table 4 presents our experiment with two setups. We either used only a subset of the synthetic corpus of the size equal to the genuine parallel data, or we use all available synthetic data. The former approach results in a training corpus with half of monolingual backtranslated data and half of original parallel texts. The latter approach results in parallel training set containing 76.5% monolingual data for Estonian and 81.1% for Finnish. In both cases, we report the score on the dev set after 600k steps of training.

The motivation for applying this upper bound is that the synthetic corpus could introduce more translation errors and damage translation quality. The results in Table 4 however document that this is not the case and more data is better.

5.2 Estonian and Finnish Submitted Models

Our submitted models for Finnish and Estonian are presented in Table 5, with the baseline of no transfer. Unfortunately, we submitted models without backtranslation for manual evaluation.
For Finnish, the submitted models did not include the transfer learning step so the FI→EN and EN→FI Baseline and Submitted scores are identical.

The Estonian-to-English model was trained from the Finnish-to-English model at its 800k training steps. The English-to-Estonian built upon the English-to-Finnish, trained also for 800k steps.

### 5.3 English-to-Czech Benchmark

Table 6 shows cased-BLEU scores for WMT17 and WMT18 test sets as presented at [http://matrix.statmt.org](http://matrix.statmt.org).

The Chimera setup remains the same in both years, so it can serve as a reference point, documenting the improvement of other systems. The gap between Chimera and the best neural systems considerably widened in terms of BLEU score (from +2.3 on WMT17 to +3.6 on WMT18 when comparing to UEDIN-NMT and from +3.3 to +6.2 when comparing to CUNI-Transformer).

### 6 Related Work

Firat et al. (2016) propose zero-resource multi-way multilingual systems, with the main goal of reducing the total number of parameters needed to train multiple source and target languages. To keep all the language pairs “active” in the model, a special training schedule is needed. Otherwise, catastrophic forgetting would remove the ability to translate between the languages trained earlier.

Johnson et al. (2017) test another multilingual approach: all translation pairs are simply used at once and the desired target language is indicated with a special token at the end of the source side. The model implicitly learns translation between many languages and it can even translate among language pairs never seen together.

The lack of parallel data can be tackled by unsupervised translation (Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2018). The general idea is to mix monolingual training of autoencoders for the source and target languages with translation trained on data translated by the previous iteration of the system.

Aside from the common back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016), simple copying of target monolingual data back to source (Currey et al., 2017) has been also shown to improve translation quality in low-data conditions.

Similar to transfer learning is also curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009; Kocmi and Bojar, 2017), where the training data are ordered from foreign out-of-domain to the in-domain training examples.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our systems for WMT 2018 shared news translation task in three language pairs: English-Estonian, English-Finnish, and English-Czech.

English-Estonian was the main focus of our research, with the English-Finnish used to improve the quality of the translations. Both Finnish and Estonian systems used the Transformer architecture. Our results show that a simple transfer learning is beneficial. Further gains (not in of our submitted systems) were obtained by including back-translated data.

Our English-Czech submission was prepared and used mainly for comparison purposes and it showed the widening gap between hybrid phrase-based and neural systems.
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